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high-logic fontcreator professional cracks is
a premium tool for editing and designing

your own handwriting fonts, or
commercializing existing handwriting fonts.

with its sophisticated palette, you can assign
letters like handwriting fonts and

handwritings, and you can arrange them on
a background or create your text. the

program includes a set of tools for designing
popular typographic characters, like arrows,
math symbols, and currency, if you have. in

addition, you are able to make perfect
handwriting characters from just about any

handwriting, and then convert those
characters into opentype or truetype fonts.
one of the important features of fontcreator

professional is that you are able to easily
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import images of your signature or company
logo, or make a font from your own

handwriting. another very important feature
is that you are able to fix character

mappings, font names, kerning pairs, and at
all times you can preview your fonts before
installing. high-logic fontcreator crack is a
commercial product developed in 2007 by

high-logic. as a font designer that combines
handwriting, handwritings, and graphic
programs, it is a valuable tool that is

convenient to use. it is important to know
that if you use a different font, it is not
because it is the best, but rather it is
because that font is the one you like.

fontcreator has a lot of exclusive features
that allow you to create a professional-

looking font. it is advisable that you use the
fontcreator trial version before buying a

license. the trial version allows you to design
a font on your own own handwriting. when
you want to purchase a license, you only
need to click on “activate a trial license”.

this allows you to design a font to download
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it on your computer. thus, you can also
contact with us.
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